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Abstract 

 

Home bias in equity investments is prevalent among foreign institutional investors and consider unique 

factors in identifying and holding the stocks of non-financial companies from developing countries. We 

investigate whether foreign investors base their holdings on investability size, given other firms’ 

attributes such as dividend, liquidity, leverage, profitability, firm size, growth opportunity, and inter-

industry factors. It is observed that foreigners prefer holding stocks in larger investability and firm sizes, 

higher dividends, and the banking sector and information technology industry. They invest more in shares 

of large firms in a particular industry sector with higher dividend yield. It also provides evidence that 

foreign investors look for stocks with widely available shares for their investment in a foreign country.  
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1. Motivation 

 
India initiated liberalizing its economy in early 90s. Foreign entities were allowed to own both listed and unlisted 

securities. The modernization of the trading in the Indian securities market and the entry of both foreign and Indian 

entities into asset management led to widespread ownership of these listed securities. The steady growth of the 

Indian economy is reflected in the performance of Nifty since 1994 thereby propelling Indian securities market into 

one of the most watched markets in the world. 

 

The portfolio theory prescribes that risk-adjusted returns can be enhanced by holding a global portfolio of risky 

securities, where each country’s weight is proportional to its relative world-market capitalization weight. The home 

bias is a well-established investment phenomenon. It is further established that foreign investment barriers include 

transaction costs, tax differential, restrictions imposed on foreign ownership, behavioural biases and asymmetric 

information. The best empirical support was found for asymmetric information. Investors gain more from learning 

about assets when their availability (investability sizes) was high [Andrade and Chhaochharia, 2010]. Gaining 

higher expected returns leads to learning and holding more of certain assets that eventually cause deviation from 

market portfolio. 

 

In this study, we investigate whether foreigners base their holdings on firm’s investability sizes, apart from factors 

such as dividend yield, liquidity, profitability, firm size, growth opportunities etc.  It is observed that foreigners 

prefer holding stocks in large investability, big firms, higher dividend yield, banking and information technology 

sectors. Investment sizes are important as foreigners attempt to increase the scale of their investment returns for 

exploiting the information advantage in the firms they are more informed about.  

In section 2, we present the hypothesis development, the data and research methodology while Section 3 

provides the empirical results.  Section 4 summarizes and concludes the study.  
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Hypothesis development, Dataand methodology 

 

The public investors hold free float shares of a company and the world market portfolio is float-adjusted 

to correctly reflect the home-bias phenomenon [Mishra, 2013]. In this study, foreign ownership is treated 

as dependent variable. To reduce the impact of outliers from highly over-weighted firms on the dependent 

variable, the free float foreign ownership measure is represented by a log transformation of the 

ownership. It is predicted that foreign investors invest more in shares that are more available in the 

market. The availability of the economies of scale in investment is proxied by the size of free-float shares 

in the market. 

 

Given the conflicting arguments in the past studies about dividend yield as firm-level determinant, it is 

hypothesized that the relationship between dividend and foreign ownership cannot be determined. Other 

firm-level determinants of foreign ownership include cashflow liquidity, leverage proxied by ratio of total 

liabilities to total assets, profitability proxied by return on equity, firm size proxied by natural log of total 

assets and the growth opportunities proxied by book-to-market value. Inter-industry is a dummy variable 

that takes miscellaneous industry as base sector.  

 

The data is obtained for Indian non-financial firms from the CMIE prowess Database for the period 2012-

2017 totalling 4,237 firm-years. This study employed regular multivariate linear regression analysis to 

investigate the influence of firm and industry characteristics on foreign ownership. The clustered robust 

standard errors were also used to address the within-company dependence.  

 

2. Empirical results 

 

The investability size as proxied by market value of free float shares was positive and significant at 1% 

level in all regression models. Among the control variables, dividend yield appears to be positive and 

statistically significant, implying that these stocks are safer and have more predictive power for returns. 

Firm size was marginally significant at the 10% level in the models. In the Indian markets, the foreigners 

preferred stocks of banking firms and information technology. Hence, there were similarities with the 

findings of Kang and Stulz (1997) and Vo (2010). Other factors in the regression models are not 

significant at the conventional levels. 

 

In summary, the foreigners did not consider liquidity, profitability, and growth as important as 

investability size, firm size, dividends, and industry sector in deciding the proportion of their investment 

in the shares of Indian firms. Dividends was the one that has largest influence in affecting proportion of 

foreign ownership in shares of the Indian firms. All coefficients of investability size in the models were 

positive and significant at the 1% levels, while those of dividend yield, firm size, and banking secotr were 

positive with significance levels varied between 5% and 10% level.  
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3. Summary and Conclusion 

 

In this paper, we investigated the determinants of foreign ownership of equity shares in Indian companies 

during the period 2012 – 2017. It has focused on the effects of investability size on foreign ownership. It 

includes factors that represent foreign investment barriers and profitability-uncertainty related variables at 

the firm level. The factors included dividend, liquidity, profitability, firm size, growth opportunity and 

inter-industry. It was observed that foreigners prefer holding stocks in firms with widely available shares. 

This finding is likely to be caused by an attempt by foreigners to increase the scale of their investment 

returns in exploiting the information advantage. There was a preference for investing in the banking 

sector and the information technology industry. It was also observed that firm size and dividend yield 

explains foreign investments in Indian equity shares. Foreigners prefer investing in firms with large free-

float shares. Having large foreign investors in the share ownership can create a faction of sophisticated 

investors to monitor and advise the firms on governance matters thereby signalling a commitment to 

value creation goal. 
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